Abstract
As opposed to VF, atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with a better outcome 13 but it is by far the most frequently diagnosed cardiac arrhythmia affecting, 14 for example, approximately 1% of the adult population of the United States.
15
Recent clinical trial evidence suggests that the presence of AF is an independent 16 predictor of morbidity and mortality. One of the primary goals of paroxysmal 17 and persistent AF treatment is to relieve symptoms by a rhythm control strategy 18 [6] .
19
Endocardial walls of the atria are much thinner than their ventricular coun-20 terparts, therefore AF may be considered as a "two-dimensional" cardiac ar-21 rhythmia. Specifically, therapy for restoring and maintaining a normal sinus 22 rhythm is multidimensional with treatment options spanning from pharmacolo-23 gic therapy to electrical cardioversion and catheter-based radiofrequency abla-24 tion [7] . But even combined, these methods have limited efficacy as the AF re-25 currence rate is high, and are limited by numerous side effects [8] . To date, there 26 are two known concepts to restore a normal sinus rhythm by using electrical sti-27 mulation. The first one is to "reset" the whole heart by applying high voltage 
24
This approach has already been investigated in previous studies. Allessie 25 has shown that, during electrically induced AF in chronically instrumented 26 conscious dogs, it was possible to control the local fibrillatory process by ra-27 pid focal pacing through a grid of electrodes at the left atrial appendage [20] . In fact, the ideal atrial stimulation/defibrillation method should suppress 10 enough SW in a dedicated region for the whole heart to stop fibrillating, but 11 without generating new ones.
12
In order to address this major concern, we studied two different options by 13 using 2D numerical simulations of the model, as described in section 2. Then, we concluded this paper and gave some future prospects of this work. 
Model and methods

27
In literature, there are many cardiac excitation models, for example, Luo- terms to a non-linear "relaxation oscillators" dimensionless equation. We start 7 from the generic ionic equation of excitable medium with realistic units,
where C m is the membrane capacitance ; V (x, y, t) is the transmembrane poten-9 tial at location (x, y) at time t ; d is the diffusion parameter ; ∆ is the continuous 10 Laplace operator ; i N a is the sodium current ; i other is the sum of other ionic 11 currents and i stim is the stimulus current.
12
The dynamics of the currents in FHN model are characterized as Fast-Slow 13 ones, where the sodium one is the fast part and is expressed as
Biologically, k intervenes in the control of the sodium current dynamics and respectively the activation and inactivation potential ;
19
Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq. (1), we obtain :
and converting the continuous Laplace operator
21
to discrete Laplace operator with spatial step δh, yields :
5 with :
where I stim , the normalized stimulus current, is defined by :
A(x, y) · rect( F θ τ ) is a rectangular pulse with amplitude A(x, y), frequency F , 2 duty cycle θ, duration θ F , and centered in time τ = 0. The function
is a Dirac comb corresponding to a series of Dirac delta functions spaced at 4 intervals of n F .
5
The current I other in FHN model is introduced by a recovery variable w 6 which indicates the capacity of the medium to revert to its resting state after 7 the propagation of impulsions :
where ε and γ are dimensionless constant parameters.
9
The above equations allow us to obtain the realistic values from numerical 10 ones and vice versa. Some typical values for the realistic parameters are used 1. Sodium-based AP lasts for less than 1 ms, calcium-based AP lasts for 100 ms or longer and normal human atria1 AP lasts usually for 383 ± 103ms [33] . Observing these results, it seems possible to suppress SW by choosing the cannot be considered as a real suppression of SW. As a result, it is necessary to 5 determine this threshold as described in the following subsection. However, we adopted it because it seems to be well adapted for modeling the 4 main dynamics of ion channels we needed in our study.
5
In this numerical model study, we showed that it may be possible to sup- press spiral waves (SW) inside a local area by using a hybrid strategy. This 
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In summary, we showed that a hybrid strategy applied to the FitzHugh-
25
Nagumo model helped to identify specific regions where it was possible to sup-
26
press SW without provoking new reentries. In order to confirm these encouraging 27 results, it would be of interest to apply the same strategy to more realistic ionic 
